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WHAT IS INFI
CDEX?

Inverted Investment is a prestigious organization founded on the backbone
of INFI holders. Our organization is driving forward 13 innovative projects,

with the first being INFI CDEX - a cutting-edge digital trading platform that
encompasses all.

Inverted Investment is transforming the financial industry with INFI CDEX, a
state-of-the-art digital trading platform. Our platform is distinguished by

its unparalleled stability, transparency, decentralization, and top-notch
security. It is powered by our self-developed protocol, SbSe (Self-builder

Smart ecosystem), which seamlessly integrates the digital world with
various sectors like food and beverage, business, real estate, trade, and

pharmaceuticals.

Our ultimate goal is to implement the SbSe Protocol within an energy-
efficient and cost-effective digital WEB4-based payment infrastructure.
This innovative framework aims to minimize waste and ensure financial
benefits for both consumers and businesses. All of this will occur within

our exclusive INFI network, a secure and independent ecosystem.

At Inverted Investment, we are led by a team of dynamic and highly
qualified professionals with extensive experience. Along with INFI CDEX,
we will be introducing a series of 13 exceptional projects, revolutionizing

the industry one step at a time!



INFI CDEX
advantages

Our platform provides an appealing opportunity for INFI holders to receive
attractive rewards and offers a unique proposition for projects to list for free,
generating passive income for their communities through the ©SbSe Protocol.
Our topmost priority is safety and security, and we are committed to providing
our clients with a reliable and secure trading environment. Our advanced
cybersecurity measures ensure the utmost protection of your assets.
Furthermore, effective liquidity management and prompt intervention in cases
of fraud or scam assure investors safety. The SbSe PFP (SbSe Funding Pool)
provides transparent access to the Inverted Investment profit, enabling INFI
holders to benefit from monthly returns. Our web3-based wallet ensures the
highest level of decentralization, eliminating the need for us to store your
wallet keys or funds. This feature provides maximum freedom while keeping
your assets secure. You can rest assured that we prioritize your security
above everything else. The INFI CDEX launch will take place on the Polygon
network, with plans to migrate to the INFI network in 2024. We invite you to
join us on this journey to revolutionize decentralized trading.



WHAT IS INFI ?
As an INFI holder, you possess a stake in
Inverted Investment. INFI is the primary

cryptocurrency used within the ecosystem,
governed by the ©SbSe Protocol.



INFI  advantages
Maximize Your Earnings as an INFI Owner

At INFI, we value our owners and want to reward them for their loyalty.
That's why we offer a generous 60% share of Inverted Investment's

monthly profits to INFI owners. You'll receive 50% USDT and 10% Bitcoin,
paid out monthly like clockwork. Remember, the return on your investment
is closely related to the amount of INFI you allocate and stake. Please be
aware that the staking period is limited to 24 months, and the minimum

stake is 10 INFI, while the maximum is 12,000 INFI. If you have more than
12,000 INFI, please use an additional wallet.



The self-builder smart ecosystem
is managed by the exclusive
©SbSe Protocol, which oversees
the entire system.

The ©SbSe Protocol can connect
the digital world to various
industries such as food and
beverage, real estate, leisure,
business, export, and
pharmaceuticals.

Our primary aim is to transform
the ©SbSe Protocol into a digital
payment system based on WEB4
technology.

Invention of the
©SbSe Protocol



The objective of this
transformation is to develop an
energy-efficient and cost-
effective system that reduces
waste while creating financial
incentives for both clients and
consumers.

Implementing a Cost-Effective
Work Scheme as a Reward
System Across Multiple
Companies

Invention of the
©SbSe Protocol

To realize our vision, we've
curated a team of proficient,
qualified, and dynamic experts
devoted to implementing and
advancing the INFI network.



SbSe Protocol Funding Pool is offering a
seamless way for projects to list their
opportunities, with the added incentive of
community rewards in USDT. Listing on INFI
CDEX is free and safe

What sets us apart from
other CEX or DEX platforms?

While KYC and Audit are undoubtedly essential,
they alone cannot make up for any losses
incurred. Therefore, our liquidity management
system is of utmost importance in preventing
fraudulent activities and scams, as well as
ensuring fair compensation for our investors.

We have created a unique ecosystem governed
by our proprietary ©SbSe Protocol. This
protocol automatically rewards INFI holders by
distributing 60% of the monthly profit generated
through Inverted Investment in USDT and BTC.

Our trading environment boasts of
transparency and safety, thanks to our robust
cybersecurity measures. The ©SbSe PFP also
enables us to make our inverted investment
profits visible to everyone.

Our system is fully decentralized, providing you
with the highest level of freedom and
protection. We do not store your wallet keys,
crypto assets, or funds, ensuring maximum
security and privacy.

Our ©SbSe Protocol is designed to prevent price
manipulation and volatility, thereby promoting equitable
access for all. In line with our incentivization model, we
have instituted a maximum INFI allocation per wallet,
creating opportunities for individuals who may not have
significant investment capital but with as little to earn a
stable passive income.



INFI Tokenomics 

Post ICO
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Total INFI 2.000.000 

INFI Smart contract: TBA 

Network: POLYGON
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The staking
and trading
agreement 

24 months staking period
only

To qualify for passive income, the staking period
is 24 months.

The INFI allocation 

Individuals can generate passive income from
their INFI allocation, which must range between a
minimum of 10 INFI and a maximum of 12000 INFI.

Unstaking

Withdrawing your stake before the staking period
ends will result in a 50% penalty fee, which will be
deducted from the unstaked amount and directed
into ©SbSe Protocol Funding Pool

Trading

Trading fees for ©SbSe Protocol will be deducted
from the trading amount and directed towards the
©SbSe PFP.



Passive income

60% of the Inverted Investment profit is
distributed monthly, with 50% in USDT and 10% in
BTC.

Free token allocations from
Inverted investment projects 

We have a total of 13 innovative projects. INFI
holders are eligible for a maximum of $1700 worth
of token allocation, which is granted free of
charge, with a 12-month vesting period.

Extra bonus while re-stake

INFI holders will receive an estimated "bonus" and
additional funds from us if they opt to restake
their allocation for another 24-month period
before the staking period ends.

Benefits for
INFI holders
(subject to a
24-month lock
period).



Questions?

If you require assistance, please do
not hesitate to contact us at
support@infimultichain.com. We will
promptly respond to your inquiry.

No live chat support 

Please be advised that we do not
operate any customer live support. If
someone contacts you pretending to
be us, it is a scam.

Keep your seed phase   
and your personal
data safe

To prevent fraud, refrain from
sharing your seed phrase or personal
information. Be cautious of
scammers requesting this
information.

Beware of scammers
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Visit us Questions?

www.infimultichain.com

www.invertedinvestment.com
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https://twitter.com/InvestmentFina4
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